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ABSTRACT

We study circular synthetic aperture radar (CSAR) systems collecting radar backscatter measurements over a
complete circular aperture of 360 degrees. This study is motivated by the GOTCHA CSAR data collection exper-
iment conducted by the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL). Circular SAR provides wide-angle information
about the anisotropic reflectivity of the scattering centers in the scene, and also provides three dimensional infor-
mation about the location of the scattering centers due to a non planar collection geometry. Three dimensional
imaging results with single pass circular SAR data reveals that the 3D resolution of the system is poor due to
the limited persistence of the reflectors in the scene. We present results on polarimetric processing of CSAR
data and illustrate reasoning of three dimensional shape from multi-view layover using prior information about
target scattering mechanisms. Next, we discuss processing of multipass (CSAR) data and present volumetric
imaging results with IFSAR and three dimensional backprojection techniques on the GOTCHA data set. We
observe that the volumetric imaging with GOTCHA data is degraded by aliasing and high sidelobes due to
nonlinear flightpaths and sparse and unequal sampling in elevation. We conclude with a model based technique
that resolves target features and enhances the volumetric imagery by extrapolating the phase history data using
the estimated model.

Keywords: Synthetic Aperture Radar, Three Dimensional Imaging, Circular SAR, Polarimetric Processing,
Wide-angle Imaging

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we consider processing of SAR data collected on multiple complete circular apertures. Our study
of this data collection scenario is motivated by the GOTCHA CSAR data collection experiment conducted by the
Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL).1 This publicly released data set contains eight complete circular passes
collected at an altitude of 25,000 feet and 45 degree elevation angle using an airborne fully polarimetric SAR
sensor. The circular aperture and the elevation diversity enables construction of volumetric three dimensional
imagery from the collected backscatter data.

Imaging with circular SAR systems and with the traditional isotropic point source assumption have been
previously considered.2, 3 The point scattering model assumes the scattering center amplitude is independent
of frequency and aspect angle, with a phase term encoding the spatial location of the backscatter. While this
assumption is a valid approximation for narrow apertures used by traditional radar imaging systems, empirical
studies have shown that few reflectors provide persistent response larger than 20 degrees.4, 5 Circular SAR has
two unique features to its wide-angle non-planar collection geometry. First, it provides wide-angle information
about the unisotropic reflectivity of the scattering centers in the scene. Second, unlike the linear collection
geometry, circular SAR reveals three dimensional information about the location of the scattering centers in the
spotlighted area. In this paper, we illustrate these concepts using computed examples from the GOTCHA data
set and introduce new algorithms for CSAR processing for 3D target reconstruction.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview of imaging theory with CSAR data and
discusses imaging methods suited for wide-angle imaging with single pass CSAR data, and shows wide-angle
images computed from a single pass of the GOTCHA data set. In Section 3 we analyze the flight paths from
the volumetric passes in the GOTCHA dataset and discuss the aliasing and sidelobe structure of the system
point spread function. Section 4 gives the results on polarimetric processing of GOTCHA data and illustrates



reasoning of three dimensional shape from multi-view layover using prior information about target scattering
mechanisms. In Section 5 and 6 we present volumetric imaging results with IFSAR and three dimensional
backprojection techniques. We show that the volumetric imaging with GOTCHA data is degraded by aliasing
and high sidelobes due to nonlinear flightpaths and sparse and unequal sampling in elevation. In Section 7 we
propose a model based technique that resolves target features and enhances the volumetric imagery. We conclude
with future research directions.

2. IMAGING WITH CIRCULAR SAR

In this section we briefly review imaging with CSAR data.2, 3, 6 We consider the following system model
for circular SAR. The SAR system collects coherent backscatter measurements gj(fk) on circular apertures
parameterized with azimuth angles {φj} covering [0, 2π] and the elevation angle θ. The backscatter measurements
are at discrete set of frequencies {fk}. The imaging problem is to estimate the three dimensional reflectivity
function of the spotlighted scene f(x, y, z) from the set of radar returns {gj(fk)} collected by the radar. The
three dimensional version of the projection-slice theorem shows that the backscatter measurements represent
samples of the 3-D spatial Fourier transform of the reflectivity function.7 Specifically, let F (kx, ky, kz) denote
the 3-D Fourier transform of the reflectivity function f(x, y, z):

F (kx, ky, kz) =
∫ ∫ ∫

f(x, y, z)e−i(kxx+kyy+kzz)dxdydz. (1)

Then the radar measurements {gj(fk)} correspond the samples of F (kx, ky, kz) on a two dimensional conical
manifold at points (kj,k

x , kj,k
y , kj,k

z ):

kj,k
x =

2πfk

c
cos(θ) cos(φj) kj,k

y =
2πfk

c
cos(θ) sin(φj) kj,k

z =
2πfk

c
sin(θ) (2)

The inverse Fourier Transform of the data calculated on the conical manifold results in the coherent wide-angle
volumetric image I(x, y, z). We note that any 2D slice I(x, y, z0) contain all the information from the single pass,
and all 2D slices can be regenerated from the ground plane image I(x, y, 0) using:

I(x, y, z0) = F−1
(x,y)

[
F(x,y)[I(x, y, 0)]e−i

√
k2

x+k2
y tan(θ)z0

]
(3)

Figure 1. Two dimensional lices I(x, y, z) from the volumetric CSAR image at three different heights

Images for a vehicle calculated from the GOTCHA set at three different heights are shown in Figure 1. We
observe that the 3D resolution of CSAR images with data collected from a single pass is poor due to limited
persistence of the target reflectors, with reflectors appearing focused at all three heights. Using Cramer-Rao
bound analysis, Moore and Potter8 showed that height resolution comparable to range resolution can only be
obtained for reflectors with persistence greater than π/4. We note that the wide-angle coherent image I(x, y, 0)



is not an efficient data representation for the radar returns, because it requires a high spatial sampling rate to
prevent aliasing of the circular bandpass signature given by:

δx <
c

4 cos(θ)(fc + BW/2)
(4)

This Nyquist sampling rate for the GOTCHA data is 1.07 centimeters. Also wide-angle coherent imaging is
matched to isotropic point reflector assumption. Instead, for CSAR data processing we adopt image sequences
{Im(x, y, 0)}m where each image is the output of a filter matched to a limited-persistence reflector over the
azimuth angles in window Wm(θ). Specifically, the m-th subaperture image is constructed using

Im(x, y, 0) = F−1
(x,y)

[
F (kx, ky,

√
k2

x + k2
y tan(θ))Wm(tan−1(kx/ky))

]
(5)

where the azimuthal window function Wm(φ) is defined as:

Wm(φ) =

{
W

(
φ−φm

∆

)
, −∆/2 < φ < ∆/2

0, otherwise
(6)

θm is the center azimuth angle for the m-th window and ∆ describes the hypothesized persistence width. The
window function W (·) is an invertible tapered window used for cross-range sidelobe reduction. We also note that
unlike the full 360 degree image, each image can be modulated to baseband and sampled at a lower resolution
without causing aliasing. Each baseband image IB

m(x, y, z) is calculated as:

IB
m(x, y, 0) = Im(x, y, 0)e−j(k0

x+k0
y). (7)

where the center frequency (k0
x, k

0
y) is determined by the center aperture θm, mean elevation angle θ and center

frequency fc.

k0
x =

2πfc

c
cos(θ) cos(φc), k0

y =
2πfc

c
cos(θ) sin(φc). (8)

For small azimuth windows ∆, the Nyquist sampling rate for each image IB
m(x, y, 0) is dictated by the radar

bandwidth and results in much smaller storage requirement for CSAR data. The image sequence {Im(x, y, 0)}m

can be enhanced by deconvolving the subaperture point spread function9 and can be visualized in many different
ways. One possibility is to use GLRT imaging proposed by Moses and Potter.10 The GLRT image IG(x, y, z)
can be obtained by taking a non-coherent maximum over the sub-aperture imagery:

IG(x, y, z) = max
m

|IB
m(x, y, z)| (9)

Figure 2 shows the enhanced GLRT image for a vehicle from the GOTCHA set where the color in each pixel
denotes the subaperture index for which the maximum return occurs.

3. THE GOTCHA DATASET

The GOTCHA data set is fully polarimetric and consists of eight complete circular (360◦) passes, with each pass
being at a different elevation angle, θ; the radar used in the GOTCHA data collection has a center frequency
of 9.6 GHz, giving a center wavelength of λc = 0.031, and a bandwidth of 640 MHz. Each pass has a planned
(ideal) separation of ∆θ = 0.18◦ in elevation with a planned elevation θ ∈ [43.7◦, 45.0◦]. Actual flight paths differ
from the planned paths, with elevation varying as a function of azimuth angle. Table 1 shows planned elevation
angles of each of the 8 passes and the mean elevation angle of each of the actual passes. Figure 3 shows the
eight passes in a global coordinate system, where the z dimension is height as measured from the ground plane
in meters. This figure demonstrates the change in elevation angle across each pass.

By using the multiple passes at different elevation angles, standard tomographic imaging methods, such as
polar reformatting or backprojection, can be applied in to reconstruct 3D images of the scene. Resolution and
aliasing in the height dimension of a reconstruction coordinate system is governed by the same equations as used
in the azimuth direction. Defining the height dimension with respect the slant plane coordinate system as zS,



Figure 2. Enhanced GLRT image, the color denotes the subaperture index with the maximum radar return

Pass Planned (Ideal)
Elevation (degrees)

Mean Actual
Elevation
(degrees)

1 45 45.66
2 44.82 44.01
3 44.64 43.92
4 44.45 44.18
5 44.27 44.14
6 44.08 43.53
7 43.89 43.01
8 43.71 43.06

Table 1. Planned and mean elevation angle of 8 passes
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Figure 3. Eight passes encoded in different colors.

and height in a global ground plane coordinate system as zG, if data is uniformly sampled in zS, resolution ρ in
the height dimension of the respective coordinate systems is given by

ρS =
λc

2θext
m ρG =

λc cos(θ)
2θext

m, (10)

and spatial aliasing in the height dimension occurs at

AliasS =
λc

2∆θ
m AliasG =

λc cos(θ)
2∆θ

m, (11)

where θext is the extent of the aperture in elevation angle. For the GOTCHA dataset, images formed using all
8 ideal passes, ∆θ = 0.18◦, θext = 1.29◦, and assuming a slant plane elevation of θ = 45◦, have resolution in the
height dimension of ρS = 0.69 m, and ρG = 0.49 m, and aliasing in the height dimension of AliasS = 4.97 m, and
AliasG = 3.51 m. We note that since the actual flight paths vary in elevation and are not uniformly sampled in
height, the point spread function (PSF) of the SAR imager will not, in general, have a sinc-like structure. In
this case, sidelobes of the PSF function may have non-negligible magnitude, and the uniform sampling resolution
may not be sufficient to describe the image quality.



4. POLARIMETRIC PROCESSING AND 3D SHAPE ESTIMATION FROM
MULTI-VIEW LAYOVER

Polarization diversity in radar has been shown to yield improved detection of targets in clutter.11, 12 Polarimetric
measurements have also been used to characterize shape and orientation of the detected reflectors in the scene.13

GOTCHA data collection features a fully polarimetric sensor which measures the backscattered field with two
linearly independent transmit and receive polarizations. These measurements can be combined into a scattering
matrix S that maps the incident polarization state to the scattered polarization state. For the GOTCHA radar
system with horizontal and vertical transmission diversity, the scattering matrix is given by[

Shh Shv

Svh Svv

]
(12)

where Sij represents the complex gain that maps the jth incident polarization state to the ith scattered polar-
ization state. We consider decomposition of the scattering matrix into a trihedral and dihedral basis:

S = a

[
1 0
0 1

]
+ b

[
1 0
0 −1

]
+ c

[
0 1
1 0

]
(13)

where the first basis vector corresponds to the ideal trihedral response and the second and third basis vectors
are chosen as the ideal dihedral responses for 0 and 45 degree tilt angles. We define the polarimetric feature φ
as the angle between the trihedral and dihedral components:

tanφ =

√
|b|2 + |c|2
|a|

(14)

The polarimetric feature φ can be used to differentiate between odd and even-bounce scattering, with φ = 0
corresponding to an ideal odd-bounce scattering mechanism and φ = π/2 corresponding to an ideal even-bounce
mechanism. For our preliminary study of the GOTCHA data we only considered calibration of the Shh and Svv

channels using the GOTCHA scene calibration target tophat. For each pulse j we measured the phase angle
between the complex returns Sj

hh(rtophat) and Sj
vv(rtophat) from the tophat reflector using:

cj =
Sj

hh(rtophat)Sj∗
vv(rtophat)

|Sj
hh(rtophat)S

j
vv(rtophat)|

(15)

Then we applied polarimetric calibration to the Svv channel for each pulse to introduce a 180 degrees phase
differential between the co-pol polarimetric channels Shh and Svv:

Sj
vv[cal] = cje

iπ/2Sj
vv[uncal] (16)

The φ angle can be calculated for each pixel in the scene using the calibrated co-pol polarimetric measurements.
The results on an image chip containing a passenger car are given in Figure 4(a). We observe that polarimetric
feature can clearly differentiate between odd and even bounce mechanisms. Figure 4(b) shows the two main
scattering mechanisms for a passenger car illuminated from the driver side: even bounce return from the side of
the vehicle and the asphalt and odd bounce return from the curved surface at the top edge of the vehicle. The
multiple view layover is clearly observed in this data – the odd bounce return from the top edge projects to a
closer range than the double bounce return from the side of the vehicle – and we can hypothesize that the two
returns should be colocated in ground plane coordinates x and y and then use the amount of layover to calculate
the height z for each pixel coresponding the top edge of the vehicle. The results of this object based reasoning
to recover shape from multi-view layover is given in Figure 5. We observe that the estimated shape provides
rough information of the vehicle outline. The GOTCHA data set contains a polarimetric calibration array with
dihedrals at various tilt angles. We are currently working on joint calibration of all four polarimetric channels
and combining the polarimetric calibration with auto-focus processing to account for phase differences in the
returns from the tophat calibration target.



(a) Polarimetric classification resuls (b) Scattering mechanisms for a passenger car

Figure 4. Polarimetric feature φ given in (14) classifies the returns from a passanger car into odd and even bounce
scattering mechanisms.

(a) Detection of main returns (b) Shape estimated from multi-
view layover

(c) Photo of the vehicle

Figure 5. Three dimensional shape is estimated from multi-view layover using prior information about the spatial relation
between the main scattering mechanisms

5. INTERFEROMETRIC SAR 3D RECONSTRUCTION

Interferometric SAR (IFSAR) is a method of sparse 3D image reconstruction, utilizing the phase difference
between two SAR images formed at small differences in elevation angle to extract point scatterer heights.14 In
this section, we discuss the application of IFSAR processing in reconstructing the GOTCHA scene calibration
tophat.

Given two 2D images at two slightly different elevation angles, the height above pixel n at location (xn, yn)

in a ground plane coordinate system is15 zn(xn, yn) = (6 s2−6 s1)λc cos(θ1)

4π∆θ , where the lowest elevation angle is
denoted as θ1, and the difference in elevation angles is ∆θ; all elevation angles are assumed to be constant, and
the phase of pixel n at elevation m is denoted as 6 sm. This height estimate is derived for scattering centers that
are well resolved. We also note that for phase defined to be in the range [−π, π), the maximum unambiguous
height range is controlled by ∆θ and is given by[

−λc cos(θ1)
4∆θ

,
λc cos(θ1)

4∆θ

]
. (17)

Scattering centers whose height is not contained within this interval will wrap into the interval. Small ∆θ is
desirable, since it results in large unambiguous range. For the GOTCHA data collection, ∆θ = 0.21◦ and angle
θ = 45◦ will give an unambiguous range of approximately 3m.

As discussed in Section 3, the elevation angle of each GOTCHA pass is not constant as a function of azimuth,
implying that ∆θ is not constant as a function of azimuth. To perform IFSAR processing, we first select an
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Figure 6. Ideal Tophat IFSAR reconstructions for different dB levels down from the maximum RCS pixel. Each re-
construction consists of 72 IFSAR reconstructions formed from 5◦ azimuth extent images with center azimuth angles
2.5◦:5◦:357.5◦. All pixels that differ in more than a given dB level from the maximum RCS value of all pixels is dis-
carded.

IFSAR image pair out of all possible 7 images pairs at elevation indices (m,m+ 1), m = 1, . . . , 7 that has small
variation in ∆θ over an azimuth extent determined by the azimuth extent of the 2D SAR image, and on average,
has small ∆θ. We select the IFSAR elevation pairs given our selection criterion by minimizing a uniformly
weighted cost function of the normalized standard deviation and mean of ∆θ:

argmin
(θm,θm+1)

(
std (∆θ)

max std (∆θ)
+

avg (∆θ)
max avg (∆θ)

)
. (18)

The normalization terms, max std (∆θ) and max avg (∆θ) are maximized with respect to all IFSAR pairs (m,m+
1), m = 1, . . . , 7.

Reconstructed images of the tophat consist of its corner reflector and the sidelobes that result from the SAR
imager, forming an annulus-like shape. Although elevation angle are not constant across the 5◦ azimuth extents
used in image formation, the tophat reconstructions appear to be accurate.

6. 3D FILTERED BACKPROJECTION RECONSTRUCTION

In this section, we present 3D filtered backprojection reconstructions of a tophat and Ford Taurus station wagon
from the GOTCHA scene using all eight passes of prominent point autofocused data.

Filtered backprojection is a tomographic image reconstruction method that inverts phase history data in
the Fourier domain to generate an image in the spatial domain. The 2D backprojection algorithm commonly
used in 2D SAR and medical imaging reconstructs a 2D planar image from projections of the image. First,
each projection is transformed into the Fourier domain. Fourier transformed projections are then multiplied
(filtered) by a linear ramp and Fourier inverted. Backprojection is then performed on each pixel in the 2D image
plane, giving the reconstructed image. Backprojection is the process of finding the location where an image pixel
projects onto a filtered projection line, adding the filtered projection value at this location to the pixel, and
repeating the process over all filtered projection lines.16

Planar data collection and 2D filtered backprojection does not provide any resolution in the height dimension
of the imaging plane. The 3D filtered backprojection algorithm is a generalization of 2D filtered backprojection
that utilizes the volumetric phase history data collected at multiple elevation angles and is capable of resolving
objects in the height dimension. The equation for 3D filtered backprojection image reconstruction is17
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Figure 7. Point spread functions of a 3D filtered backprojection imager for ideal and actual radar flight paths. Images
are formed using 8 elevation angles of GOTCHA data, a central azimuth angle of 92.5◦, and azimuth extent of 5◦.

u = x cos(θ) cos(φ) + y cos(θ) sin(φ) + z sin(θ)

Qφ,θ(u) =

∞∫
−∞

Pφ,θ(U)
∣∣U2 cos(θ)

∣∣ ejuUdU

s(x, y, z) =

2π∫
0

π
2∫

0

Qφ,θ(u)dθdφ. (19)

The value of u is the projection of the Cartesian ground plane coordinates onto the pointing vector from scene
center to the radar at elevation angle θ and azimuth angle φ. Filtered projections are given by Qφ,θ(u), where
Pφ,θ(U) is the phase history line collected at aspect (φ, θ). In both 2D and 3D cases, the filter is the Jacobian
resulting from the change of coordinates in the Fourier domain from Cartesian to polar or spherical coordinates
respectively; the 3D filter is quadratic for fixed elevation. This filter differs from the linear ramp filter used in 2D
backprojection since the Jacobians used in changing to polar and spherical coordinates differ. The reconstructed
pixel at Cartesian location (x, y, z) is given by s(x, y, z). A discretization of the s(x, y, z) equation in aspect (φ, θ)
is simply the backprojection step in 2D backprojection, but in the 3D case, filtered projections do not necessarily
lie in a reconstruction plane. All of the 3D filtered backprojection images presented here are generated by
reconstructing planar slices of a 3D cube in a global ground coordinate system. The planar slices are orthogonal
to the height dimension and are uniformly spaced in this dimension.

Figure 7(a) shows the PSF of a 3D filtered backprojection imager using the eight ideal GOTCHA elevation
angles in Table 1 with a central azimuth angle of 92.5◦ and azimuth extent of 5◦. The colormap encodes pixel
magnitude and is the same as the one used in Figure 6. Figure 7(b) shows the PSF using the same central
azimuth angle and extent, but the actual 8 GOTCHA flight paths, as shown in Figure 3. Resolution and aliasing
in the height dimension in Figure 7(a) are predicted by equations (10) and (11) respectively. The actual flight
path PSF in Figure 7(b) differs from the ideal PSF; it does not have sinc-like structure and exhibits high sidelobes
which will degrade reconstructed images. The difference in PSFs is a result of the non-linear collection geometry
of the actual flight path and the non-uniform sampling in elevation resulting from this geometry.

Reconstructed images of an ideal tophat and the tophat from the GOTCHA calibration scene using all eight
elevation angle passes, a full 360◦ of azimuth extent, and the actual radar flight path are shown in Figure 8.

Lower RCS valued pixels are encoded in lighter, transparent colors and higher RCS pixels are encoded in
darker, opaque colors. Prominent scattering from the corner of the tophat and sidelobe artifacts from the non-
linear flight path are clearly visible in both the ideal and actual tophat. There are also some regions of dropout



(a) Photo of tophat (b) Ideal tophat (c) Actual tophat

Figure 8. 3D filtered backprojection reconstructions and photo of the GOTCHA calibration tophat. Reconstructed
images are formed using 8 elevation angles of GOTCHA data, a full 360◦ of azimuth extent, and the actual radar flight
paths.

(a) Photo of Taurus
station wagon

(b) Oblique view (c) Side view

Figure 9. 3D filtered backprojection reconstructions and photo of a Taurus station wagon. Reconstructed images are
formed using 8 elevation angles of GOTCHA data, and a full 360◦ of azimuth extent.

on the actual tophat that are not present on the ideal tophat; these dropouts may be from inaccuracies in
autofocusing at certain aspects angles.

Figure 9 shows a reconstructed image of a Ford Taurus station wagon at two different aspect angles. The
side of the car is parallel to the y axis in each subfigure, with the front of the car being at the most negative
y value. The images show a profile of the car with the front portion of the car sloping up to the rear domed
shape section of the car. Stronger returns from the bottom of the car appear to be from side panels or wheels,
while low returns in the mid section of the car may be attributed to lack of reflection from glass windows. As in
the tophat images, non-linear flight path imaging artifacts are present both above and below the car, degrading
image quality.

7. MODEL BASED DECONVOLUTION FOR THREE DIMENSIONAL IMAGING

In this section we develop an approach to perform 3D model based deconvolution of the multipass GOTCHA
data set. We use the scattering models developed by Rigling18 and later simplifed to the monostatic case by
Jackson and Moses.19 These models represent the object’s expected scattering response of the incident radar
pulse as a function of frequency, incident angles (azimuth and elevation), and the object dependent parameters



such as location, size, and orientation. The scattering models and the equations that represent their expected
scattering behavior is derived by Jackson and Moses.19

The parameter f is the frequency and fc is the carrier frequency while θ and φ are, respectively, the elevation
(rotation from ground plane) and azimuth (rotation in the ground plane) angles of the radar. The object
dependent parameters are denoted with a subscript m. The elevation angle is denoted by θm, the azimuth angle
is denoted by φm, the yaw angle is denoted by ψm, and the length is denoted by Lm. Using these models, we
represent the total scattering response as20

T (f, θ, φ; Θ) =
∑
m

AmSm(f, θ, φ; Θm) exp
{
−j4πf

c
∆R(Θm)

}
(20)

where the mth object’s parameter vector is Θm = [θm, φm, ψm, Lm, xm, ym, zm]. The ∆R(Θm) term in (20) is
the difference in the distance between the radar and scene origin and the distance between the radar and the
scatterer. Due to the approximate standoff distance of 9500m in the GOTCHA set, the far-field assumption does
not always hold and so we use the more general near-field term

∆R(Θm) =
√

(xm − x0)
2 + (ym − y0)

2 + (zm − z0)
2︸ ︷︷ ︸

distance from radar to scene origin

−
√

(xm − xa)2 + (ym − ya)2 + (zm − za)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
distance from radar to scatterer

(21)

where terms subscripted with 0 are the coordinates of the scene center and terms subscripted with a are the
coordinates of the radar antenna.

Our processing begins with a set of eight subaperture 2D ground plane images, one image for each elevation
pass. Processing with a set of 2D images rather than one 3D image still preserves all of the information while
reducing the computational complexity. The information is preserved because of the one-to-one correspondence
between points from a single pass of phase history and the ground plane to which those points are projected. The
complexity is reduced because we now work with a total image matrix of size N ×N ×8 rather than N ×N ×N .
We apply a watershed algorithm21 to segment features in the images. We use a single polarimetric channel
and impose a particular scattering model for the model fitting instead of detecting the type. For a segmented
feature, we form a set of templates by sampling its parameter vector. We do this by sampling Θm and forming
eight 2D ground plane images by emulating the GOTCHA flight path (i.e. range, azimuth, elevation) and data
collection information (i.e. frequency, bandwidth). We correlate this template set against the segmented feature
to determine initialization points.

Formally, we have a segmented feature across all eight images. We take the pixels of interest from all eight
images and stack them into a vector, Ym. We use those same pixel indices from Ym to extract pixels from the
image templates and form a set of vector templates X(Θm,i) with i = {1....K} indexing the templates. The
maximum likelihood estimate, with an equal energy constraint on all templates, in additive white Gaussian noise
yields

Θ̂m,i = arg max
Θm,i

Re{Y H
m X(Θm,i)} (22)

where superscript H denotes the conjugate transpose. We deviate a bit from this and instead score correlation
as

Θ̂m,i = arg max
Θm,i

abs{Y H
m X(Θm,i)} (23)

The change from Re{} to abs{} is done to accomodate for the unknown constant phase remaining from the
motion compensation processing. Due to the ‘pseudo-aliasing’ of features resulting from the GOTCHA elevation
angle sampling structure, we use the top scoring template and the next highest scoring template that has a
different height parameter zm as initialization points in our multistart simplex-search optimization stage using
the Matlab fminunc command.

The optimization routine runs similarly as the initialization procedure in that we form eight 2D ground plane
images from the estimated parameter vector and GOTCHA information. However, we modify the cost function
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Figure 10. Model based deconvolution for three dimensional target reconstruction

in (23) to account for the energy of the estimate, resulting in

Θ̂m = arg min
Θm

− abs{Y H
m X(Θm)}√

XH(Θm)X(Θm)
(24)

In the case of multistart, the parameter vector associated with the lower cost is the one we choose. We conduct
this template creation and optimization procedure in parallel for all segmented features.

We apply our approach to a 10m × 10m scene in the GOTCHA data containing a single vehicle. Figure 10
(a) shows a 3D backprojection image of the scene formed using six degree subapertures from all eight passes.
The aperture is centered broadside to the vehicle in the scene. Notice the ambiguity along the axis perpendicular
to the radar line of sight. Figure 10 (b) shows our estimated dihedrals placed on a CAD model of the vehicle.
Figure 10 (c) shows a 3D backprojection image after the application of our algorithm. We fit three dihedrals
to explain the scattering behavior. After we estimate the parameters, we extrapolate in phase history by using
2Ghz bandwidth and 50 evenly spaced samples over 20◦ elevation.

8. CONCLUSION

In this paper we considered 3D imaging with circular SAR. We reviewed three dimensional imaging methods for
CSAR data; illustrated these methods using computed examples from the GOTCHA data set, and introduced
new algorithms for CSAR processing for three dimensional target reconstruction. A promising area for future
work is the design of automatic target recognition algorithms and target models for wide-angle three dimensional
imaging systems.
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